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THE WILD CASCADES

HAL FOSS
j-uly 14,

1974

At the end, Hal was where he belonged, at home, high in the
mountains, enjoying a hike on St. Helens with his son. His last
views of Earth before his heart failed were of meadow flowers and
glacier snows and Cascade horizons — views he had known and loved
a half-century.
For a mountaineer, itwasahappy end. The sadness is for those
of us who will miss him so much. He should have stayed here longer.
Not in this space can we attempt to summarize his life, to tell
how he came to be the man he was, to describe his many and varied
contributions to mountaineering and conservation and to — well —
just by his presence making the world a better place.
We knew him as an early joiner of North Cascades Conservation
Council, a mover and shaker in other organizations, and continuously
from 1964 a member of our Board of Directors. Always he brightened and enlivened and enriched meetings of the board. Before moving to Olympia to become Search and Rescue Coordinator for the
Washington State Department of Emergency Services, he was "our
man in Yakima," and invariably came over the Cascade Crest to
Seattle meetings with a smile, with greetings for friends, with news
and gossip from the East Side, with ideas on how to cope with our
problems. He was the sort who made meetings a pleasure, not a
duty. Letters and phone calls on conservation matters, valued as
they were for furthering our causes, also strengthened the personal
relationship.
Yes, we'll miss Hal's ideas and dedication. Butalso, we'llmiss
his smile.
With the consent of his wife, a way has been established for
Hal's friends to express to his family their feelings at his loss and
at the same time to further the causes to which he was so deeply
committed. Those who choose this way to say farewell to Hal may
send contributions to:
Hal Foss Memorial Fund
c/o North Cascades Conservation Council
3215 Northeast 103rd Street
Seattle, Washington 98125

COVER DRAWING: Goat Lake by Norma Betten
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ROSS DAM
BATTLE GRINDS
ON THROUGH
SIXTH YEAR
More environmental answers
sought on Ross Dam project
The Federal Power Commission's statement on the
environmental impact of
raising Ross Dam does not
sufficiently discuss the environmental impacts of the
project, according to the
Seattle regional office of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency.
The E. P. A. said the F.
P. C. "adequately describes" Seattle City Light's
plans to raise the dam l'}2[A
feet to increase generation,
but the federal environmen-

De Henault drawing

tal agency asked many
questions about environmental issues and power
production.
"Insufficient
discussion
concerning
environmental
impacts does not allow the
reviewer to weigh the
trade-offs between the power to be gained and the environmental resources to be
lost," Hurlon C. Ray, an assistant regional administrator, said.
The F. P. C. prepared the
impact statement for hear-

ings on the Ross project.
The E. P. A. said the
statement "gives no evidence" that a thorough environmental
investigation
had been conducted on the
impact of flooding Big Beaver Valley and 8,300 acres
of the Skagit River Valley
in British Columbia.
The E. P. A. also asked
the F. P. C. to provide more
information on power production, the modification of
turbines now in use at the
Ross p o w e r h o u s e , the
scheduling of the Ross work
into the Northwest's hydrothermal power planning
effort and energy pricing.
More information also was
asked on the energy saved
through conservation by
customers compared with
that which would be provided the added generating capacity of Ross.

Seattle Times, February 16, 1974
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State Stuns
City Lighfs
Ross Dam Plan
BY STEPHEN GREEN
Seattle City Light's efforts to raise Ross Dam on
the Skagit River another 145 feet have been dealt a
crippling blow by the state Department of Ecology,
The Post-Intelligencer learned yesterday.
In orders mailed March 5, DOE Chief John Biggs
denied extension of two long-standing City Light construction permits to divert water and to expand the
reservoir behind the present dam.
City Light Superintendent Gordon Vickery was out
of town yesterday. Michael Sharar of Victory's staff
issued the following response:
"We are pursuing our application for a license of
the high dam with the Federal Power Commission
which has paramount jurisdiction. We are considering
the possibility of appealing the two denials."
Sharar explained that the commission can choose
t& ignore the state orders and grant a license to raise
the dam. That happened in the case of Tacoma City
Light's' Mayfield Dam on the Cowlitz River, which
was tied up in legal fights for 16 years.
Biggs' decision also is subject to appeal under
state law.
DOE spokesmen said yesterday, however, that if
the commission does rule against the state, DOE
could continue the fight in the U.S. Court of Appeals.
The commission has scheduled an April 15 hearing
on the project in Washington, D.C. A "local" hearing
also has been promised prior to April 15, but the date

and location have not been
announced.
Biggs said that if City
Light intends to pursue
the project, his office will
have to receive further
proof that the increased
height of the dam will not
cause nitrogen concentrations in wafer below the
spillway that w o u l d be
harmful to fish.
City Light's water diversion permit dates back to
1921 and has been extended several times. The rese r ' v o i r extension permit
had an effective date of
1926.
Biggs noted in his decision. "Construction under
these p e r m i t s has not
been continuously pursued
since the dates of issuance."
He went on to say that
"raising Ross Dam would
result in a long-term and
virtually irreversible loss
of areas and conditions of
the environment which are
among the last and best
examoles of their kind in
the state of Washington
and British Columbia.
"The increased p o w e r
capacity ( m a d e possible
by the higher dam) would
satisfy Seattle City Light's
anticipated needs for only
a short term. The environmental trade off is not
sufficient to permit the
raising of the dam," Biggs
said.

Seattle Post-Intelligencer, March 9, 1974
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Voice for environment
How effective its opposition may be
remains to be seen, but Washington's
State Department of Ecology doesn't like
Seattle City Light's attempt to win permission to raise Ross Dam to generate
more electric power.
If all this is unfamiliar here, it's no
wonder. We're most naturally oriented
toward Columbia River happenings, like
what becomes of the town of North
Bonneville as and when a second
powerhouse is built at Bonneville Dam.
But the City Light matter serves to remind us that efforts to lessen the energy
shortage are being made in many places
— and that a relatively-new element, the
environmental factor, usually is integral
in such situations.
It's a controversy of long standing up in
the Puget Sound country. Seattle City
Light, a municipal operation, wants to
raise Ross Dam on the Skagit River a
whopping 112.5 feet. That would further
inundate some of the wildest and most
scenic mountain land in the 48 contiguous
states. It would widen the barren
shoreline in water drawdown (Ross
Lake's maximum drawdown is already
125 feet)
Possibly more important politically,
raising Ross Lake would flood a lot of
Canada's Skagit Valley. When the lake is
full now, the river is backed all the way up
to the border at the remote village of
Hozomeen. Among other things, Canada
has a provincial park in the valley with its
feet on the border. And Canada says "no."
Our ecology department, whose
historical position has been one of opposition to the raising of the Ross water level,
appointed a special evaluation team for
the Ross project. Its report, released Feb.
25 by the department, officially makes a
number of allegations. Among them:
—Seattle City Light and the Federal

Power Commission (FPC) have not explored all feasible alternatives to the raising of the dam.
—Seattle City Light is remiss in not disclosing what steps it would take to
minimize damage to the environment,
should the dam be raised.
—Without full disclosure of mitigating
measures, only the worst possible environmental impact can reasonably be
predicted.
—The principals have ignored the
"unalterable opposition" of the Canadian
government.
The team report called for FPC and the
utility to investigate fully such alternatives as purchasing power from Canada
or Bonneville Power Administration. And
it thinks the principals should reveal the
environmental implications of those alternatives for public consideration.
Recreational use there of accessible
areas by the public has been heavy. Most
of the area is within the new North
Cascades National Park, tmT~etr]oys'
special legal stafiis asTthe Ross" Lake
National Recreation Area, a classification
allowing much greater permissiveness in
catering to recreation activities.
City Light's position, broadly, has been
that adverse effects will be minimal and,
in any case, more than offset by the values
to the public of increased power supply.
The Federal sPower Commission has set
an April 15 hearing, as a result of which a
decision is expected.
We think Ross Lake is a good example
of the checks-and-balances system of
government. We do need an official force
whose primary concern is with environmental factors — not to be
automatically "agin" something, but to
raise its voice in support of the environmental factor as a basis of decisions
in appropriate situations.

Vancouver, Washington Columbian, March 11, 1974
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by the kaopectate kid
What we have been looking forward to (and
stalling off) for five years; finally burst upon the
North Cascades Conservation Council (N3C) in
late April of 1974. The Federal Power Commission, in a r a r e gesture to public opinion,
announced on April 4 that it would hold a public
interest hearing in Seattle on April 16. The announcement came, of course, too late for c o operating environmental organizations to put it
in their May newsletters.
The N3C began to tool up to notify m e m bers of the hearing date. Then, a few hours b e fore notices were to be mailed, we learned (by
telephone call to Washington, D. C.) that the
hearing was postponed to April 23, the place
changed to Bellingham, and that there would be
a Seattle hearing on April 25. Although it a p peared almost to be a conscious attempt on the
part of F. P. C. to prevent any organized effort
to "call out the troops", we will give them the
benefit of the doubt and assume it was their unfamiliarity with public hearings that led them to
screw things up so badly.
The Bellingham hearing was held in a tiny
courtroom in the Federal Building. Around 150
people, mainly Canadians, filled the 75 or so
seats, stood along the walls and crowded the
corridor outside. As his first action in a long,
confused day, Presiding Judge Allen C. Lande
ejected TV newsmen and cameras from the
courtroom.

neighbor. Perhaps their frustration was best
expressed by Jim Bohlin of the Sierra Club of
Western Canada, who berated the judge for holding the hearing in such an unsuitable place. "IP s
not a real hearing", he said. "The media were
excluded. We Canadians will leave here with
the feeling that we're going to be shafted!"
On Thursday, April 25, the F. P. C. road
show opened in Seattle for a two-day stand. Only
protests by N3C counsel had kept the hearings
from being conducted in a small court room in
the Federal Building, and the auditorium in the
Seattle-First Building held almost all who a p peared. Supporting cast to Judge Lande were
four staff counsel for F. P. C. and a bevy of City
Light lawyers.
Conspicuously absent were the legions of
retired City Light employees who had packed
the 1972 City Council hearings, wearing their
big badges about "Ross Dam and Clean Power".
Apparently Chief V. 's employee relations problems had cost him support in the City Light F a m ily on the High Ross issue, too.

Chief Vickery and Councilman Wayne
Larkin, present as observers, left-after the
first few minutes of testimony (all in violent
opposition). This made several seats available
for Canadian witnesses.

Testimony on Thursday and Friday ran
about 2-1 against the high dam, with various
Chamber of Commerce types and big energy
u s e r s confronting representatives of environmental organizations and just plain concerned
citizens. A nadir of public responsibility was
reached by our enlightened Councilman, Wayne
Larkin, who described Big Beaver Valley as an
area of bogs and swamps where he was almost
eaten alive by mosquitoes and yellow-jackets.
Judging by the size of what's left of Mr. Larkin,
we'd say the bugs only took a few hors d'oeuvres
off him.

Before the hearing dragged to a close in
the late afternoon, 42 witnesses had spoken, of
whom only two were friendly to City Light's p r o posal. The remaining 40, all but five of whom
were Canadians, presented their "briefs" and
uniformly castigated City Light for being a poor

Judge Lande precipitated a n e a r - r i o t
when, after listening to several high-school
students, he asked the rest just to submit written statements for the record. All over the
auditorium young people jumped up, protesting
that he was letting older people ramble on and

August-September 1974
that they had just as much right to be heard.
Several adults, probably teacher-types, took
His Honor to task, pointing out that a common
criticism of young people is their apathy and
that he should encourage students to participate
in a governmental forum rather than turn them
off.
On Friday N3C President Patrick Goldsworthy pointed out to the judge that most citizens
were unable to take off from work or school to
attend weekday hearings and requested a continuance on Saturday morning. To his credit,
Judge Lande agreed to hold a Saturday session
if a place could be found. Also to the credit of
Seattle City Light, last minute permission was
given to use their auditorium.
The Saturday session ran 35-0 against
High Ross Dam, and the undoubted highlight
was the appearance of Joan Reed and her h u s band with a complete stereo sound system to
play her poignant tape - recorded folksong,
"Farewell to the Wilderness".
On Monday, April 29, the formal or
"evidentiary" hearings began in the Customs
Court in the old Federal Office Building. N3C
and the ROSS Committee (Run Out Skagit Spoilers) had learned only on Thursday that these
hearings were to take place the following week.
All efforts to postpone for a two-week period
were denied.

McCarty's staff had researched every word Pat
had written or uttered in public hearings for
the past 10 or 12 years. Mr. M. even had bound
copies of the Wild Cascades dating back to the
olden days when our publication was mimeographed. The purpose of all this legal nitpickerywas to try to discredit our president's t e s timony by catching him up in some inconsistency. With the help of Ric Aramburu, N3C's
alert young attorney, President Pat succeeded
in keeping his cool and discomfiting the overanxious, over-rated ana over-paid Mr. McCarty.
On Wednesday afternoon, ROSS presented
three effective witnesses for cross-examination. Lead-off was our ever-impressive northern ally, Dave Brousson, who announced the
Canadian intention to roll back the present i l legal Skagit flooding to the 49th parallel. This
would lower the present reservoir level by 20
feet and reduce the generating capacity at Ross
Dam.
The other ROSS witnesses on Wednesday
were two eminent plant ecologists from the University of B.C. Dr. V. C. Brink gave a straightforward account of the losses to science of flooding the Skagit ecotone. Dr. Vladimir Krajina,
a political refugee from Czechoslovakia and
founder of the biogeoclimatic zonation of British
Columbia, departed from straight scientific

The five days of evidentiary hearings afforded every interested person a chance to see
just what City Light was getting for the $400, 000
plus it had so far paid the prestigious Washington, D. C. law firm of McCarty and Noone. It
really didn't seem like a bargain!
All day Monday was occupied with the
cross-examination of Bryan Gates, aB.C. wildlife biologist who was appearing as a staff witness for F. P. C. He could not be shaken in his
testimony that raising the dam would reduce the
population of deer and other wildlife in the
Canadian Skagit.
Tuesday was reserved for cross-examination of two more F. P. C. witnesses, afisheries
biologist and a recreational economist. On
Wednesday morning, N3C President Patrick
Goldsworthy got the full treatment from Robert
McCarty, the chief opposing counsel. Now we
could see how the 400 grand was spent. Mr.

De Henault drawing
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cross-examination by Howard Johnson, the City
Light attorney who had spent a whole day working over Bryan Gates. The Millers had done
their homework well, and Mr. Johnson had to
retire without finding any major holes in their
testimony. At the end of their testimony a somewhat incomprehensible question was asked by
Judge Lande, who at this point had listened to
four days of public hearings and 3 1/2 days of
evidentiary hearings. "Mr. Miller", he asked,
"Do you own any land up in that valiey?" A
startled Joe Miller replied, "No, Your Honor.
All that land belongs to the people of the United
States!"
Thursday PM was the ROSS Committee's
turn again. Secretary Ken Farquharson's t e s timony and exhibits were ruled inadmissable by
Judge Lande as being "subjective". However,
Ken was later allowed to return to the stand and
make an oral statement in which he warned that
flooding the Skagit would jeopardize future c o operative development on the Pend d'Oreille,
Columbia, Okanogan and Kootenay Rivers.
Two charming academic types from Simon
F r a s e r University, Drs. McClaren and Hendy,
discussed recreational values of the unflooded
Skagit and finished off the Thursday session on
a lighter note. Dr. Hendy had the court room
in stitches as he described the values of outdoor exercise to "old folks" (past 55).

De Henault drawing

testimony to discuss the bitterness and dissension raising Ross Dam would cause between the
two countries.
On Thursday, N3C's ecological witnesses,
Joe and Margaret Miller, spent 2 1/2 hours d e fending their studies in Big Beaver Valley under

On Friday, May 3, President Pat returned
to finish his cross-examination by Mr. McCarty.
Much time was spent in trying to show that a
chart drawn by Pat from U. S. G. S. maps was
"hearsay" because he didn't personally survey
the area. After some more similar minutiae,
the Seattle hearings were adjourned.
As of this writing, they are to resume in
Washington, D. C. on May 20, when N3C will
have an opportunity to cross-examine the City's
witnesses. All efforts by our attorneys to have
them continued in Seattle were in vain. We are
forced to think the F. P. C. really hopes our lack
of finances will cause us to withdraw from this
David/Goliath struggle. Well, we can't giveup
now after five long, expensive years. Like
Elijah, the ravens or our good friends will p r o vide. Remember, gifts to the North Cascades
Foundation are honest-to-God tax deductible.
We're only spending 1. 5% of what City Light is
throwingdown the Ross Damrathole, and we're
getting a helluva lot more for our money.
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FAREWELL TO THE WILDERNESS

by Joan Reed

A deer lives once in a lofty green valley,
Where the woods give him shelter, and the meadows make him free.
A deer lives once, like the trees that protect him;
They are blessings in this troubled world, and beautiful to see.
But farewell to the wilderness, the meadows and the forests,
Blooming in the sun, shining in the rain.
If we raise Ross Dam, we will flood the lofty valley.
If we wash away the wilderness, it never blooms again!
We will make our plans and we'll meet in convention.
We'll discuss the need for power and the contracts and the cost.
We'll make our plans with the best of intentions,
But we may forget the valley, till the valley is lost.
So, farewell to the wilderness, the meadows and the forests,
Shining in the rain, blooming in the sun.
If we raise Ross Dam, we'll electrify a city,
But we'll miss the lovely valley, when the wilderness is gone.
A time comes once in the space of a lifetime,
When we must consider progress at the price that must be paid.
A time comes once for the deer and his valley;
Let your mind be clear and open, and your conscience be obeyed!
Or it's farewell to the wilderness, the meadows and the forests,
Time is growing short. We cannot ignore
If we raise Ross Dam, it's a monument to progress;
If we wash away the wilderness, it's gone forevermore!

''Note: A cassette of this poem in song form is available for presentation.
Joan Reed
16608 126th S. E.
Renton, WA 98055
228-6443

Canadians at Ross Dam hearing
Ri BRIAN EDWARDS
About 150 person!, mostly Canadians, crowded into a U.
S. District Courtroom in Bellingham Tuesday to protest
Seattle Cjtw Light's proposal to raise Ross Dam and flood the
CanadianskagTCValley.
The occasion was a Federal Power_Commission public
hearing on the proposal to raise Ross Dam 121 feet and
consequently flood over 8,000 acres of Skagit Valley.
The message was abundantly clear-Canadians want
the Skagit Valley preserved for recreational use and feel
they were "ripped off in 1967 negotiations between Seattle
City Light and British Columbia.
Declaring the issue of "national scope", a Canadian
film-maker said "if the valley is flooded there will be
widespread bitterness."
Presiding law judge Allen C. Lande quickly set the tone
for the hearings, banning television cameras from the
Federal district courtroom. The move later caused a Sierra

Club representative to say "this is not a public meeting . . .
we will all leave here with the feeling that we've been
shackled."
Members of Canadian legislative bodies at the
provincial level told Lande and FPC council staff members
of the "unalterable opposition" by legislative bodies at the
local and national level.
David Anderson, leader of the B. C. Liberal Party and
member of the provincial parliament, read a House of
Commons resolution opposing the flooding.
He explained the initial dam decision in 1942 was made
during a wartime atmosphere and that little consideration
was given to the project.
"This was followed by a foolish decision of the previous
administration in 1967," Anderson said.
The 1967 agreement between Seattle and B. C. reached
during the term of now ousted Premier W. A. C. Bennett
allowed the flooding with Seattle City light reimbursing the

feel they were "ripped off'
province $5.50 per acre per year for 99 years. This figures out
to about $35,000 annually.
Ross Committee chairman Ken Farquharson told the
hearing that the High Ross Dam proposal was $3.5 million
cheaper than the next alternative open to City Light while B.
C. would be receiving only $35,000 per year.
"Seattle City Light is not a good neighbor," he said
urging the recommendation of rejecting the proposal or
refering it back to the International Joint Commission.
Frank O. Low-Beer, Federal liberal candidate for
parliament, said the 1967 agreement may be invalid because
of legal technicalities in the 1909 treaty "that established the
International Joint Commission. A section of the treaty
charges the IJC with the duty of requiring suitable and
adaquate compensation for protection and indeminity.
Low-Beer said the two governments delegated the
authority of compensation in the IJC who "had no right to
delegate it to anyone else."

The IJC in 1942 left the financial arrangements of Ross
dam to Seattle and B. C.
Frank Murphy, president of the New Democratic Party,
pointed to a clause in the original agreement which nulls and
voids the contract if "irreperable damage" results.
The harm to the environment and wildlife will be
"irreparable" by flooding the Canadian side of the Skagit
Valley, he argued.
Each year more and more land is needed for the
appreciation of life and must not be sacrificed for an
insatiable desire of greed, he said.
Testimony at the one-day hearing in Bellingham will be
examined by FPC council "staff members who will make
recommendations to law judge Lande who will in turn rule
on the proposal to the FPC, Lande said.
A decision will probably be made later this year. "At this
point, I don't know which way it will go," Senior Council
Staff member D. A. Sander said.
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Hearings culminate years
of Ross Dam controversy
by Laura Parker
Over 200 people jammed the tiny SeaFirst auditorium and spilled out into the halls at the Federal
Power Commission hearing on Ross Dam,
an event that culminated more than five years of
controversy between conservationists and Seattle

mamEighty persons registered to testify; they came
to participate in the decision making.
John W. Ellis, executive vice-president of Puget
Sound Power & Light Co., and Henderson Mclntyre of the Bonneville Power Administration, testitied in favor of the Skagit River project.
Mayor Wes Uhlman, in a statement read by
Mike Ruby, an aide, renewed his opposition to the
project.
"I believe that the time has come when we cannot
tolerate further erosion of the limited resource of
wilderness which remains. We can find other
places to generate power, but we cannot find new
places for wilderness."
Uhlman, who said he has hiked into the Big
Beaver Valley, concluded that "raising Ross Dam
would not sufficiently contribute to providing a
solution to Seattle's need for additional electrical
power to outweigh the negative impacts on wilderness and recreation resources of the higher
reservoir."
City Councilman Wayne Larkin doesn't quite
see things this way, and said so in a statement
read before the hearing. Like Uhlman, Larkin
has also visited the Big Beaver Valley.
"To determine why there was such a controversy about Big Beaver Valley, I personally
visited the area during the summer months and
hiked up the trails through bogs, swamps, and
around assorted ponds. I was eaten alive by
the insect life which infests the area, and needless to say. I did not agree with the nay sayers
that Big Beaver Valley was an ecological paradise.
"This generation source is needed to augment
local and regional electrical energy and power
supplies . . . This resource will be wasted if Ross
Dam is not raised."
FPC hearing officer Allen Lande conducted the
hearings, which began Tuesday in Bellingham.
Looking a little bored, he accepted testimony
largely repetitious of that presented two days earlier. He perched on his chair next to the court
reporter, occasionally took notes, and always
said "thank you for your contribution."
Twice he attempted to speed up the proceedings
by silencing high school students. They expressed
views similar to conservationists who had testified earlier. His ruling was rebuked by the youths
and other participants; they compromised. Spokesmen representing high school groups were permit"ted to speak.

Testimony was offered on Ross Dam—a project
that will affect the land of generations to come.
—Photo by Bill Douthitt.

At the lunch recess, opposition to the project
was running two to one. Richard J. Brooks, Seattle businessman and conservationist called the
high dam a "white elephant"; Walter Hafern,
biologist and Sierra Club member stated that
even the insects that pestered Councilman Larkin
are needed to sustain the balance of nature.
David Tucker, a graduate of Huxley college, a
cluster college at WWSC, testified that "persons
making geological investigation (of the dam site)
were not even familiar with the rock types present," and implied that the rock type at the site
could not support High Ross Dam. He presented
slides to show fracture lines of the rock near the
dam.
Tucker said he gained his information from a
Ph.D. thesis of Randal Babcock, now a professor
of geology at WWSC. Babcock's thesis examined
the rock types at dam site, but did not conclude
that the rock might not support a dam, Tucker
said. Tucker reached his conclusion on the basis of
the research stated in the thesis.
The hearing resumes today at 9 a.m. A formal
hearing to establish procedures on evidence w>U
begin at 2 p.m.

U n i v e r s i t y of Washington Daily, A p r i l 26, 1974
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High Ross pros and cons
would be caused by adding the level of Ross Lake
By BOB LANE
121 feet to the Skagit River would damage the environand BRUCE JOHANSEN
dam and added: "It is quite ment.
Environmental and labor possible that a more immeMyrna Bosom wo r t h,
representatives
presented diate increase in power speaking for British Colummiles-apart opinions as a could be achieved by nego- bia's Society for Pollution
Federal Power Commission tiating for a bloc of power and Environmental Control
hearing on the raising of from British Columbia's hy- (SPEC) argued against assumptions that Americans
Ross Dam continued here dro resources."
and Canadians will need
today.
Austin St. Laurent, execuThe audience had shrunk tive secretary of the Seattle more electric power to
from yesterday's several Building Trades Council maintain standards of livhundred to only a few doz- and president of the West- ing.
"All North Americans use
en. And opponents of the ern Environmental Trade
City Light project continued Association, spoke in favor too much power," she said.
to ask for additional time to of High Ross. Instead of "It is an insult to our physispeak.
emphasizing the kilowatt cal potential to think that
hours that would be gener- we need the assistance of
OFFICERS of the North ated, he chose to rebut en- an electrical gadget even to
Cascades C o n s e r v a t i o n vironmentalists' testimony open a can.
Council, were attempting to on the value of the undam"I've hiked in the (Ross
have m e m b e r s of the aged Skagit Valley.
Lake) area and seen the
Seattle City Council who opHe said the land in the wild animals who will be
pose the project testify lat- Canadian
Skagit Valley has harmed and possibly killed"
er today. That testimony been logged
and added that if the dam is raised, she
would be to offset favorable he believed "it
is no great said, echoing the concerns
comments expressed yester- creation of wonder
by God of several American enviday by Councilman Wayne — it's just another valley."
ronmental-group representLarkin.
atives who also testified.
He said the stand of large
"Your continued friendJoan Thomas president of cedars in Big Beaver Valley
ship
with a majority of
the Washington Environ- "is not the last stand of ceBritish
Columbians is at
inantal Council, said. "We dar — it would be no great
stake," she concluded.
have no right to inflict envi- loss..."
ronmental damage on our
(Canadian) neighbors. . . "
WHILE SUPPORTERS of
YESTERDAY'S hearing
Mrs. Thomas stressed the produced many witnesses the proposal contended a
environmental damage that who testified that raising higher dam would improve

the environment around
Ross Lake, Ms. Bosomworth said: "How could it
be improved when . . . at
the whim of a switch operator the appearance of the
lake will alternate between
that of a lake and a mudflat?"
Another Canadian said
that if the project is approved, British Columbia labor unions—many of which
testified against a higher
dam at earlier hearings in
Bellingham—would attempt
to keep labor crews from
working on it.
Under i n t e r n a t i o n a l
agreement, Canadian labor
must be used on the project, Curly Chittenden, a retired logger from Vancouver, B. C, said.
If City Light is unable to
contract for such labor, he
said, the dam could not be
raised.
Dennis Sal von, speaking
for the Seattle Chamber of
Commerce, said the dam
must be raised because demand for electric power
will continue to increase
about 4 per cent a year, despite conservation measures.
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rage on at hearing
And, he argued, hydroelectric power is "clean"
and inexpensive, compared
to fossil fuels.
"If power is so cheap,
maybe we can afford to pay
a little more for it and keep
these areas." replied Don
Phillips, a Bellevue engineer!
REPLYING TO Salvon's
assertions that a higher
dam would improve recreation opportunities on Ross
Lake by increasing its surface area 70 per cent and
its shoreline 50 per cent,
Phillips contended a higher
water level would bury
most existing and potential
camp and trail sites.
The larger lake would be
bounded by hillsides too
steep for new campsites, he
said.
Robert Wells, speaking
for a number of architects
and engineers, supported
environmentalists'
contentions that electricity should
be conserved — but also
supported raising the dam.
IT WILL TAKE many
years to devise ways to conserve power through build-

ing-code changes and other high-school students. After
means, he said. In the listening to several, Lande
meantime, the city will asked other students to simneed more power, and a ply submit written statehigher Ross Dam should ments for the record. He
provide it, Wells said.
promised he would read
Walter and Willa Halpern, them.
Several students quicWy
r e p r e s e n t i n g the Sierra
Club, said City Light is ask- objected, noting that Lanw
ing for a license to con- was making no effort to c o t
struct a dam which will off adult speakers who
drown nearly 9,000 acres of might be repetitious.
Finally, Lande agreed to
prime recreation land, but
Students
which will be "entirely inef- a compromise.
fective in doing something would submit their paperi
about the energy crisis and if they had a short
which City Light spent mil- statement to add they could
make that. Lande later,
lions of dollars to create."
Joseph W. Miller. Belle- however, also cut s h o r t
vue, a trustee of the North some older speakers who
Cascades Foundation, saic had little new to say.
his group has spent $11,666
opposing High Ross since
1971, an amount he described as "picayune" when
compared to City Light
spen'ding in support of the
project.
"The struggle is unfair . .
. that we have to dig into
our pockets to finance an
action against a city utility
is ridiculous," Miller said
Judge Allen Lande. an f
P. C. hearing officer, ran
into trouble when he tried
to cut off testimonej' b;
Seattle Times, April 26, 1974
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De Henault drawing

More Voice Opposition
To Raising Ross Dam
Public hearings on Seattle City light's plan "to
raise -ftess Dam continued
here yesterday and 35 persons voiced their opposition to the project. There
were no speakers in favor
of it.
Opposition was based on
wanting to preserve the
wilderness area a r o u n d
the dam and on not wanting to disrupt relations
w i t h Canada. Canadians
are objecting strongly to
flooding — which a higher
dam would bring — of the
Skagit River valley in British Columbia.
Dr. Richard Fleming,
University of Washington
ecology professor, claimed
"chasing power demand is
a false objective."
Bob Swanson. UW student; ana5 chairperson of
the student section of the
Sier a Club, said the dam
should not be raised, and
that it is "vitally important that we get sensitized
to living 111 a good environment."
The hearing was highlighted by a tape-recorded
folksong against the darn

project, played during one
of the recesses in testimony.
During three days of
public t e s t i m o n y 150
speakers h a v e testified,
with 80 per cent opposing
the dam project, according
to Dr. Patrick Goldsworthy, UW p r o f e s s o r and
president of the North Cascades Conservation Council, main opponent of the
cTam.
Although public hearings
were scheduled to end Friday, Allen Lande, Federal
Power Commission administrative judge presiding
over the hearings, extended them to allow students
and working people to testify.
Judge Lande. who Friday denied a motion that
all hearings on the dam
be held in Seattle, will decide on the fate ol the
project at the end of "evidentiary" hearings, with
s w o r n testimony, which
begin tomorrow.
Federal Power Commissioners will then reach
their own decision, and

alter that the case may
go to the federal courts.
But D. A. Sander, senior
attorney for the FPC, and
one of three FPC lawyers
present, at the hearings,
said "the real fight is just
beginning." The " r e a l
fight", according to Sander, will be in the sworntestimony hearings.
Asked how long it might
be before a decision,
Sander replied "I wish I
knew", and said that delaying t a c t i c s may be
used by opponents of the
project.
The final decision also
may be delayed by entry
of the International Joint
Commission into the fracas. The Commission, established by treaty between the U.S. and Canada in 1909, has jurisdiction
over boundary waters between the two countries.
Robert Williams. British
Columbia's minister o i
lands, forest and water re
sources has already re
quested that the commission be convened to examine the proposed change.

Seattle Post-Intelligencer. April 28, 1974
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®fte Seattle ©me*
The growing value of
high Ross Dam project
l o n g - a w a i t e d Federal
ville, the Power Commission ofTon HEPower
Commission hearings
ficials calculated, would cost City
City Light's application to
complete the fourth and final
stage of its Skagit River hydroelectric complex began yesterday in Bellingham and will continue tomorrow in Seattle.
In our view, the months of
controversy that have preceded
the hearings have served only to
reinforce City Light's contention
that the project represents an
economic and environmental
plus for both this area and the
province of British Columbia.
By adding 121 feet to the present height of Ross Dam, City
Light would acquire 274,000 kilowatts of valued peaking capacity, which amounts to about 18
per cent of the city's p r e s e n t
peaking requirement.
EDERAL Power Commission
officials, in preparing an enFvironmental-impact
statement on
Ross, noted that the next cheapest alternative source of power
would be direct purchase from
the Bonneville Power Administration.
But the F. P. C. officials discounted this as a realistic alternative since Bonneville is running short of power to sell (and
also is about to impose a rate
increase of some 25 per cent).
Any source other than Bonne-

Light rate-payers some $4 million additionally each year.
Power costs through the Pacific Northwest are rising as the
region's integrated system turns
to increasing amounts of highcost thermal generation (coal,
nuclear, oil) to supplement the
inadequate s u p p l y of low-cost
hydroelectric generation.
T not only makes maximum
economic sense to develop exIisting
hydro projects, such as the
Skagit River complex, to their
planned total capacity; it makes
environmental s e n s e as well.
High Ross involves no noise or
air pollution and would utilize
existing transmission lines.
For B r i t i s h Columbia, the
project would involve economic
returns plus the conversion of a
logged-over second-growth forest area into a valuable lake recreation site.
Yesterday's hearing at Bellingham was packed by Canadian
zealots who offered such idiotic
flippancies as generating additional power to "refrigerate coke
machines and keep neon signs
blazing."
The true issue concerns adequate future power supplies at
the lowest possible costs and less
dependence upon oil fuels.

Seattle T i m e s . A p r i l 2 4 , 1974
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Winds of Change Over

A Valley...
International repercussions echoing
from the High Ross Dam controversy
could have long-range implications vital to Washington state's economic
well-being.
The submerged issue, only now beginning to surface, indicates the people of Washington may have more to
lose in the long run if the high dam is
built and the Skagit Valley in Canada
is flooded than they have to gain.
The argument goes something like
this:
• The people of Washington are
going to continue to want important
things from Canada, namely oil, natural gas and other products and resources.
• British Columbians have considered Washingtonians kindred spirits. A
common bond of shared experiences
and attitudes has existed between the
two peoples for decades.
• But the proposal to raise Ross
Dam is contributing to changing attitudes of British Columbians toward
their American neighbors. If die old
friendship continues to erode, Canadians may be less i and less inclined to
share their precious resources with us.

*

*

*

City Light will not gain a tremendous amount of power by
raising Ross dam. It estimates
274,000 kilowatts of peaking capacity will be added to the 1,376,300 kilowatts now produced. The
firm power gain is 33,000 kilowatts
or enough to serve the needs of
30,000 people.
to our neighbors north of the border.
Groups as widely divergent as labor
unions and practitioners of the free
enterprise system have joined environmental groups in almost unanimous
opposition to the Ross Dam project.
In the view of these groups, the
1967 agreement that gave City Light
the right to flood the Skagit was grossly unfair. They point to an earlier
U.S.-Canadian agreement, The Columbia River Treaty, which they believe
shortchanged them by allowing Canadian valleys to be used as water storage reservoirs for American hydroelectric projects.
Now, these groups say, City Light
is about to pull another fast one which
will result in a small increase in power for Seattle and an environmental
disaster for Canada.
If the Skagit valley is flooded, will
these groups become vocal opponents
of selling Canadian oil and natural gas
lo Americans? Remember, the U.S. is
dependent on Canadian oil and natural
gas. And while Washington State's
need for Canadian oil will diminish in
a few years when the Alyeska pipeline
starts to flow, the need for natural gas
will remain for a long long time.

David Barrett, B.C. premier who
heads the New Democratic Party, has
said it is time Canadians stopped
being "the hewers of wood and the
•
* *
drawers of water for Americans."
Barrett is not alone in, his view. All
Officials at City Light have nothing
four major parties in the province to lose by sitting down now with Preagree that Canadians must get a de- mier Barrett's people to talk about the
cent compensation for their resources thorny question. B.C. has offered to
and that the natural beauty of the buy its way out of the 1967 agreement.
province must be protected.
It is possible that a new deal could
The arguments on the High Ross be struck between ourselves and the
Dam may be environmental on this Canadians. At least it's worth the efside of the border, but they are politi- fort.
cal in the parliamentary halls of VicConciliation seems a small price to
toria.
pay for improved relations with our
In fact the Skagit Valley has be- northern neighbor. And isn't that what
come something of a "cause celebre" diplomacy is all about?

Seattle Post-Intelligencer, April 28, 1974
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Dismissal asked
for Ross permit
By BOB LANE
Opponents of City Light's
High Ross Dam project today asked the Federal Power Commission to dismiss
the city's application for a
permit to raise the dam because of British Columbia's
"total opposition to the
flooding of its Skagit Valley."
J. Richard Aramburu, attorney for the North Cascades Conservation Council,
told F. P. C. hearing examintr Allen Lande that it was
clear that British Columbia
"has indicated it's repudiation of prior agreements"
authorizing the flooding.
* Lande said that he could
not rule on Aramburu's motion, but he agreed to submit it as soon as possible to
the full F. P. C. for consideration.
Aramburu's
motion
marked the opening of the
first session of the F. P.
C.'s formal e v i d e n t i a r y
hearing on the city's request for a license to raise
Ross Dam 121 feet.
Judge Lande last week
conducted public - interest
hearings on the project in
Bellingham and here.
ARAMBURU

said he

would move Friday to have
the F. P. C. suspend proceedings until the government completes an environmental statement that considers the impact of the
project on Canada as well
as on the United States.
The attorney said he also
would file a motion Friday
asking that someone pay attorney fees and expert witness fees incurred by the
North Cascades Conservation Council in presenting
its case against the High
Ross project.
Judge Lande Friday refused to conduct High Ross
hearings in Seattle despite
Aramburu's warning that it
would be financially difficult for the council to send
witnesses to Washington, D.
C.
He said the fees could be
paid either by the F. P. C.
or by City Light.
ARAMBURU ALSO said
his motion to dismiss would
stress that the 1967 agreement between the city and
B. C. was based on a 1942
ruling of the International
J o i n t Commission "which
came when nobody gave a
damn about the environment."

Seattle Times. April 29, 1974
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Ross Dam Plan
Perils Fishing,
Says B.C. Aide
Flooding of the Skagit
River Valley in Canada
would turn a "unique" fly
fishing area into a "mediocre boat fishery," a Canadian fish and wildlife official testified yesterday at
a Federal Power Commission hearing here.
Edwin H. Hermon. associate deputy minister of
the British Columbia Dept.
of Recreation and Conservation, said that if Seattle
City Light is allowed to
raise "Ross Dam and flood
some 10 miles of the Canadian Skagit the recreation potential in the area
would be greatly diminished.
Vernon c l a i m e d that
there are 100,000 anglers
in lower British Columbia
who could use the Skagit
Valley for a one-day fishing trip.
But if City Light is allowed to proceed with its
plans, "80 per cent of the
productive reach of the
river would no longer exist as a trout f i s h i n g
stream," Vernon said.

Vernon was followed on
Lie witness stand by an
economic' consultant from
British Columbia who testified that the recreation
potential of the S k a g i t
Valley is just beginning to
be realized.
Gary K. B o w d e n of
Pearse-Bowden Economic
Consultants said-that studi e s by his organization
and others show that in
1971 the valley had 14,600
recreation days (a visit by
one person for one day
constitutes a , recreation
day).
Canadian officials estimate that the n u m b e r
jumped to 50,000 in 1973,
Bowden said, and could
r e a c h 225,065 by 1985.
Most visitors use the valley between mid-May an
mid-September
although
winter cross-cpuntry skiing
is growing in popularity.
Last summer, the valley
had 6,000 visitors in one
weekend, it was reported.
Normally, the valley has
250 to 300 visitors during
summer weekdays and 800
to 1,000 during weekends.

S e a t t l e P o s t - I n t e l l i g e n c e r , May 1, 1974
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LOWER LEVELWANTED

Skagit flooding
in past 'illegal7
By JES ODAM
Sun Staff Reporter
SEATTLE—In a surprise move here Wednesday,
Canadian opponents of the Ross Dam project an•ounced they are going to attempt to have the water
behind it lowered instead of raised.
Former MLA Dave Brousson, a formal intervener in
He said the FPC should be
Seattle City Light's applica- aware that the two illegal acts
tion to increase the height of make it possible for the whole

the dam, said the request will
be based on two illegal acts
by the utility.
He told hearings being held
by the U.S. Federal Power
Commission that he and the
Vancouver-based Run Off Skagit Spoilers committee will
seek to have the reservoir behind the dam rolled back
across the U.S.-Canada border.
At present the reservoir,
when full, floods about 500
acres of land in B.C. This
land was bought some years
ago by City Light from a private owner.
Brousson said a motion will
be presented to the FPC asking it to order the maximum
height of the water to be lowered 20 feet..
This would have the effect
of ending the reservoir at the
border.
If the FPC allows the dam
to be raised, some 5,000 acres
of the Skagit Valley ia--B.C.
will be flooded for part of the
year.
Brousson told' FPC Judge
Allen Lande, that, up to now,
he and the ROSS committee
have been content for the
present amount of flooding in
Canada to continue.
"But, since Seattle has continued to press very hard for
the full height of the Ross
Dam and shows no signs of
any desire to co-operate or negotiate, we intend to change
our policy and press for the
flooding to be moved back to
the border," he added.
This will be done, he said,
by the filing of a motion with
the FPC asking for Seattle's
existing permit for the reservoir to be amended to require
the 20-foot lowering of the
maximum level.
The two acts cited by
Brousson as illegal are:
Clearing and flooding of
land in B.C. by City Light in
1953 before there was any
signed agreement between it
and the provincial government;
The use in 1965 of a sevenman U.S. survey crew on the
Canadian side of the border
despite a provision in an interim agreement that all
labor employed by City Light
within B.C. be restricted to
residents of the province.
Brousson said the 1953
flooding broke the International Joint Commission order of
1942 which provided there
should be no flooding until a
binding agreement had been
signqd.

matter to be referred back to
theUC.
"There will be moves taken
in that direction," he added.
Lawyers for City Light and
the FPC made no immediate
comment on Brousson'; announcement.
It was also d i s c l o s e d
Wednesday that neither Judge
Lande nor FPC staff lawyers
at the hearings have so far received a submission sent by
the Canadian government.
Earlier, Vernon Brink, professor of plant science at University of B.C. and a member
of the B.C. Land Commission,
told the hearing that he has
been going into the Skagit
Valley since 1928 or 1929 when
the trip had to be made by
horseback and baclmaclring.
He said the valley's low
level land with gentle reMef is
scarce in B.C., but the public
and the political wing of government have been slow to
appreciate its importance in
the life of the province.
The valley, he added, is
unique for its ecological diversity and the coming together
of the moist coast and drier
interior conditions.
Testimony submitted to the
hearings by City Light, he
said, does not adequately reflect the value of the valley to
naturalists.
"It is also my belief that
the testimony does not reflect,
the views of the general public," he added.
City Light employed the
Vancouver engineering firm
of F. F. Slaney and Co. to
carry out studies in the Skagit
and the results of these are
being entered into the hearings.
Answering David Boerges,
FPC staff lawyer, Brink said
B.C. needs low-level land
more than it needs more
water for recreation.
"W£e have lakes in abundance," he added.
P a t r i c k Goldsworthy of
Seattle, a veteran conservationist and president of the
North Cascades Conservation
Council, said there would be a
catastrophic environmental
loss through flooding of the
Big Beaver Valley on the U.S.
side of the border.
He agreed the U.S. Congress had made allowance for
raising the dam in setting
park and recreation areas in
the North Cascades but added
this was done so the FPC
could be allowed to make the
actual decision about the project.
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SKAGIT HEARING WARNED

'Co-operation threatened1
By JES ODAM
Sun Staff Reporter
SEATTLE — For the second
day in a row, Canadian opponents of the proposed Hooding
of the Skagit Valley went on
the attack here Thursday.
And Seattle City Light admitted formally there is
"much opposition" in Canada
to its plan to cause the flooding.
The new attack came from
Ken Farquharson, chairman
of the Run Out Skagit Spoilers
committee.
He warned that if the present agreement between B.C.
and City Light providing for
the flooding is allowed to
stand, future co-operative development on other international rivers will be jeopardized.
He told the Federal Power
Commission hearings on Seattle's application to raise its
Ross Dam that there will
shortly be international discussions on four other rivers
flowing between B.C. and the
U.S.
The rivers, he said, are the
Pend d ' 0 r c i 11 c. Columbia,
Okanagan and Kootenay.
"If the present agreement
on the Skagit is left to stand,
there will be such adverse
reaction in Canada that it will
jeopardize future co-operative
development on these other
livers." added Farquharson,
an engineer.
Another B.C. intervener in
the application, former MLA
Dave Brousson, said Wednesday at the tearing the FPC
will be asked to order City
Light to reduce the height of
the reservoir behind the present Ross Dam by about 20
feet to stop the existing flooding across the border.
Brousson, also an engineer,
said the request will be based
on evidence that City Light
committed a breach of the
original International Joint
Commission order referring
to the height of the dam. and
also broke a clause of an interna agreement signed with
B.C.
Farquharson was allowed to
make a statement under oath
to the hearings after his written testimony was rejected by
Judge Allen Landc.

Lawyer Richard White, for
City Light, had objected to the
testimony on the grounds it
was an expression of subjective opinion rather than expert evidence.
White also objected to a
number of exhibits offered by
Farquharson. These consisted
of letters of opposition to the
project from municipalities,
organizations and individuals,
two newspaper clippings and
a provincial government press
release.
Before mling against both
the exhibits and the testimony, Judge Lande asked White:
"Would you concede there is
much opposition to the dam in
Canada?"
White replied: "In the general sense as you put it, yes."
His reply went into the records being made of the hearings.
Farquharson's
statement
contained some of the points
that had been in his written
testimony, but the judge allowed it on the grounds it did
not contain argument and that
Farquharson was speaking as
an engineer.
When White still objected to
it, Judge Landc told him:
"Technically speaking you are
right, but I want to give the
Canadians every opportunity.
"He iFarquharson) wanted
to express it and I thought he
should have the opportunity. 1
feel it should go in the records."
In his statement. Farquharson said there are two legs to
the opposition in Canada to
raising the dam and flooding
a further 5.000 acres of the
Skagit Valley north of the border.
He said one leg is the environmental aspect and loss of
recreational opportunity.
The other, he said, is the
economic aspects of the situation.
Under the Columbia River
Treaty, Farquharson said,
Canada is entitled to half the
benefits resulting from the increased generation ot power
on the river in the U.S. which
is made possible by regulation
of flow at storage dams in
B.C.
In the case of the Skagit, he
said, B.C. "is supplying anoth-

er element which enables increased generation of electricty in the U.S. — deeper
water behind the Ross Dam.
He said the purpose of the
Ross agreement therefore is
basically the same as that of
the Columbia treaty — production of power.
He said the Columbia treaty
should be used as a precedent
and B.C. should be entitled to
half the downstream benefits
on the Skagit as well.
The
FPC, Farquharson
said, has estimated City Light
will save $4 million a year by
raising the height of the dam,
compared with obtaining electricity from the next cheapest
source available.
"Therefore. B.C. should receive $2 million a year or half
the extra power, whichever is
greater," he added.
This figure, he said, contrasts markedly with the
$35,00O-a-year rent fixed for
flooding under the 1967 agreement between B.C. and Seattle.
"The core of this argument
is that the 1967 agreement is
so one-sided it will tend to
make the Canadian public shy
away from attempts at international co-operation on our
other rivers," Farquharson
went on.
He said the U.S. has more
to lose by Seattle chasing its
opportunity on the Skagit at
the expense of co-operation-en"
the other rivers.

Vancouver, B. C. Sun.
May 3, 1974
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Two become one against Ross Dam project
By BOB LANE
A Bellevue couple added
M unusual touch to the
federal Power Commission
hearing on High Ross Dam
today.
Joseph Miller and his
wife, Margaret, who have
been studying plant and animal life of the Ross Lake
area since 19G9, appeared
together here as "one witness" opposing City Light's
plans to raise the height of
Ross Dam.
Their appearance set obseiwers and attorneys to
wondering when a couple
last appeared as a witness
in an F. P. C. hearing.
Miller is a retired district
manager of the United

States Railroad Retirement
Board, and Mrs. Miller is a
r e t i r e d biology teacher.
They were questioned concerning direct testimony
they submitted to the F. P.
C. some time ago.
MILLER, a horticulturist
and'a student of plant geography, and Mrs. Miller
spent four summers in Big
Beaver Valley, famed for
its mammoth red cedars,
beaver ponds and diverse
animal and plant populations.
They told the F. P. C. in
their previous testimony
that the valley is a wildlife
transition zone "of more
than casual scientific inter-

est," in which animals and
plants normally found east
of the Cascades mix with
those usually found on the
w e s t side. They also
stressed the value of the
valley to research for management as a wilderness
area and for controlled
camping and hiking.
Much of the valley, including its beaver ponds
and many large cedars,
would be flooded if City
Light raises Ross Dam 121
feet.
IN YESTERDAY'S session, David M. Brousson. a
British Columbia electrical
engineer, former member
of the province's Legislative

Assembly and a persistent
opponent of the Ross project, said City Light illegally
flooded an area of about 450
acres in British Columbia in
1953 by raising the level of
the Ross Reservoir.
Brousson, a member of
the ROSS "(Run Out Skagit
Spoilers) Committee, the
principal B. C. opponent of
the City Light project, said
the committee's attorneys
would be directed to ask the
F. P. C. to force City Light
to lower the level of the lake
by 20 feet so that no part of
B. C. would be flooded.
Brousson also said "there
will be moves" to have the
International Joint Commission re-open its hearings on

the Skagit project. The I. J.
C. in 1942 a p p r o v e d
Seattle's plans to flood a
section of the Canadian
Skagit Vallev and directed
British Columbia and City
Light to work out an agreement covering damages.

H
1-to
-a
us

Brousson said the B. C.
government Tuesday announced it was budgeting
"several million dollars"
for the development of, reoreation facilities in 'Mm
threatened Skaeit Val&uw

O P P O N E N T S OF the
project said the I. J. C. acted under wartime pressures
and without consideration of
environmental issues, which
did not become topics of importance until recently.
• Brousson said the 1942 order "is a nullity" and the
1967 lease agreement between City Light and the
province "has no force and
effect."

Seattle Times. May 2, 1974
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F. P. C. wants more
WASHINGTON - (AP) - The
Federal Power Commission said
yesterday additional safeguards for
the environment should be provided
before the commission
licenses Seattle Citv ' ;cht to raise the height
of Ross Dam.
In a final environmental-impact
statement, the F. P. C. said no decision had been reached on what additional conditions should be required.
It said studies now under way would
provide the information needed to
make these decisions.

Seattle City Light proposes to
raise the height of the dam, on the
Skagit River in Northwest Washington, by 121 feet in order to increase
its hydroelectric-power output.
Raising the dam would inundate
about 8,300 acres of United States
and Canadian land. The Skagit rises
in Canada and flows into the United
States.
The impact statement said the additional safeguards needed "should
provide for protection and enhance-

ment of fish, wildlife, water quality,
recreation and other natural values
at the project."
"It appears there would be a net
loss of fish - spawning area in the
Skagit River above the reservoir
and in streams tributary to Ross
reservoir upon completion of the
proposed action," the agency said.
"Also, wildlife habitat including
winter range of deer would be significantly reduced and altered by
clearing land to be flooded by the
larger reservoir."

Ross Dam safeguards
The F. P. C. said Seattle City
Light, the Washington State Game
Department and the University of
Washington are conducting studies
to determine the impact on fish and
wildlife and what steps could be taken to alleviate it.
The city-owned electric utility has
proposed to establish and maintain
20 to 25 acres of browse area for
deer to mitigate loss of wildlife habitat.
The F. P. C. staff said, "This sin-

gle measure is considered . . . to be
inadequate for deer and also would
not mitigate for the loss of lowland
habitat inhabited by other wildlife."
It said a mitigation plan should
include numerous small browse
areas, preferably on sites relatively
free of snow.
It said habitat improvement
should be started before work begins on land clearing, so that the
browse would be available as soon
as possible.

The F. P. C. said changes in water temperature downstream as a
result of raising the dam "could be
critical in the successful reproduction of some species and races of
fish."
It urged City Light to work with
the Environmental Protection Agency and State Department of Ecology
in studying how best to maintain
downstream wafer temperatures
with as little change as possible "if
this is found to be desirable."

Seattle Times, May 16, 1974
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KP.O. MI'<BM BlOtS!® m&m
potomac phase

The second and really costly portion of the
Federal Power Commission hearings began on
May 20, 1974, in Washington, D. C. and continued intermittently into November. Our two
counsels, Tom Brucker and Ric Aramburu have
been sharing the burden of representing N3C,
and between them have so far commuted between
Seattle and Washington a total of 9 times.

tensively by ROSS's attorney, Roger Leed, on
the High Ross spillways. It developed that
F. P. C. Staff's analysis of the probably maximum flood indicates the water level may rise
as high as 1741 feet, thereby overtopping the
dam. This point is of considerable interest to
the Canadians, because the 1942 I. J. C. order
limits the water level in Canada to 1725 feet.

At the end of 53 days of hearings there
were presented for cross-examination 22 witnesses for Seattle City Light, 11 for the F. P. C.
Staff, 4 for the State of Washington Departments
of Game and Fisheries, and 9 for the Canadian
interveners. The transcript of this first stage
of the hearings totaled 7, 826 pages. Naturally,
we can't bring you more than the merest fraction of what went on. We can tell you, though,
that much of it has been deadly dull, boring,
nit-picking and repetitious. A few bites that
are either important, interesting or scandalous
follow:

City Light's well known P-R flack, Wayne
Bishop, was put on to set the stage for the City
Light witnesses on environmental and r e c r e a tional matters. He was supposed to present an
exhibit which would show what vast sums have
been spent by Our City Light on environmental
and recreational studies.
Ric Aramburu's
cross-examination blew poor Wayne out of the
water. It turns out City Light has made a blatant attempt to exaggerate these amounts of
money by including such things as $160,000 in
legal fees and some $350,000 of City Lightlabor
which Bishop was unable to account for. Poor
Wayne really gets some miserable assignments
from his employer. We bet he'll be as happy
as the N3C when High Ross Dam is safely interred.

In May, retired geology professor Howard
Coombs was grilled for two days about the safety of the rock formations under the dam and in
its abutments. Allegations had been made d u r ing the Seattle public interest hearings that the
rock in what would be the abutments of the high
dam contains a series of joints or fractures and
that steel bolts driven into the rock to stabilize
the present dam had been sheared off by earth
movements. Coombs insisted that the high dam
would be safe from earthquakes and rock slides,
but his knowledge of the bedrock and abutment
geology appeared to be somewhat deficient.
Judge Lande apparently tired of the lengthy questioning on this important subject and at one
point said, "We can't stay here forever and d i s cuss rocks — we have some other problems".
E. B. Kollgaard, an engineer with International Engineering (IECO), City Light's engineering consultant, was cross-examined e x -

At about this time Judge Lande made an
interesting comment from the bench and on the
record. He indicated that the means by which
he was to solve the Canadian problem was a
mystery to him at this point. He made an overture to the parties that they should attempt to
settle the situation at a water level less than
1725 feet. In other words, just screw up part
of the Big Beaver and Canadian Skagit Valleys!
We don't believe anybody is going to buy such a
compromise.
In June our old friend, Professor Grant
(Cedar Tree) Sharpe, was presented by the City
for cross-examination. A few days before his
appearance, the Professor and his legal accomplices had pulled a fast one by coming out with
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a slickly done 143 page publication entitled
"Western Redcedar". Like Grant's other published work, the document was mostly photographs and maps, but it contained some textual
material, too, some of which he probably now
wishes to disclaim. More on this later.
Over objection of opposing counsel, Old
Cedar Tree put on one of his famous slide shows.
This consisted of 194 (gad!) slides, including
some beautiful shots of outdoor Johns, campground tables, grills and fireplaces and, of
course, cedar trees.
The Professor was grilled extensively
about how much he had been paid by City Light
and the Wirth Company. It turns out that, a l though he was paid $1988 directly by the City
and $12,538 by Wirth, he claimed he had no
contractual arrangement with Wirth, but just
billed the City through this company. He also
admitted having given a dozen or so slide p r e s entations on Ross Dam for City Light (at $50
per show), but he insisted that this P-R work
in no way affected the objectivity of the scientific studies he had done on cedar t r e e s !
Mr. Aramburu then worked Dr. Sharpe
over about his surprise Western Redcedar book.
He succeeded in getting it excluded as evidence,
since it contained extensive narrative material
and obviously was prepared especially for the
hearing. (Commission rules exclude as exhibits
items containing narrative material). The doc ument was admitted as "an item by reference"
which bears less evidentiary weight.
Questioning disclosed that the 143-page
book contained only one paragraph of data r e flecting the extensive studies of cedar stands
that Dr. Sharpe claimed to have carried out in
Big Beaver, Little Beaver, Baker River, Chilliwackand Thunder Creek Valleys. These figures purported to show that the cedar stands
above 1725 feet in Big Beaver had more than
three times as many square feet of basal area
per acre as those below 1725.
As the cross-examination proceeded, it
developed that the entire basis for Sharpe's
long-time contention that the cedar stands of
upper Big Beaver are vastly superior to those
of the lower valley was two transects. The one
in the upper valley was 770 feet long, and that
in the lower 660 feet long. This was the absolute sum total of the "research" that he claimed
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to have done in Big Beaver over a three year
period. It further developed that Sharpe's students laid out the transects and that he had no
personal knowledge of the area. Further, he
was unable to explain the figures his students
had come up with. A few excerpts from the
transcript are revealing:
MR. ARAMBURU: Your Honor, I was interested in a simple calculation from Dr. Sharpe concerning his own figures, relating the area of
the circle to its circumference. Certainly somehow he could come up with those figures.
MR. WHITE (CityLightcounsel): The problem
is, your Honor, without the field sheets it is not
easy to trace what was done here, how these
figures were arrived at. We have tried to figure outwhether one figure might have been transposed in printing, or something. That does
not appear to be the case. So we prefer before
making a further statement to review the underlying field sheets.
MR. ARAMBURU: I think it would be appropriate, if the figures on the sheets are not what
they say they a r e , that I have the opportunity
to ask the witness about that, if he has done
the calculations.
PRESIDING JUDGE: Arewe still talking about
page 143 of Item Q by Reference ?
MR. ARAMBURU: That is correct, Your Honor.
PRESIDING JUDGE: Mr. White tells us they
need time to verify the figures. What is the
use of asking him more about figures they themselves cannot place reliance on?
And so on, for over 140 pages of t r a n s cript. We can only say that Old Cedar Tree is
better at putting on slide shows than he is at
defending under oath his characteristic blend of
public relations propaganda and forest science.
You will be interested to note that Dr. Sharpe
has subsequently revised page 143 of "Western
Redcedar" to correct his mistakes.
Another member of the City Light/institute
of Forest Products team, Dr. David R.M. Scott,
was cross-examined in early July. Much of the
questioning of Dr. Scott by Charles Roe, counsel
for the Department of Ecology, had to do with
the adequacy of his Exhibit 133, a "Complete
Species List" of plants in the Ross Lake Basin.
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Mr. Roe pointed out that this listof 140 different trees, shrubs and herbs, of which 33 were
only identified as far as their genus, did not
seem a very comprehensive listing in an area
as large as the entire Ross Lake Basin.
A few excerpts from the transcript follow.
Comment is unnecessary.
MR. ROE: One of my two remaining questions
is: Are you at all saddened by the thought of
raising the dam, looking through your eyes as a
sc ientist, thinking about this type of inundation ?
MR. H. JOHNSON: I object to that.
PRESIDING JUDGE: The witness should answer
the question.
THE WITNESS: Yes — and no.
PRESIDING JUDGE: Dr. Scott, I don't want to
cross-examine you, but I want to tell you about
thoughts that go on in my mind. From where
I sit I keep pondering. We have problems in
relativity, things that seem to be not significant to you are terribly significant to the Millers.
They obviously take a sentimental attitude, they
do not want anything destroyed, and when they
look at a shrub or any object, it becomes r a r e
to them.
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Now Mr. Roe made me wonder: Did the
Millers go much further, in greater depth, than
you did ? I know they did a labor of love and
spent a lot of time, and came up with a longer
list of things contained there that they found.
Does that mean you quit too soon, you did not
look enough?
I know you took the approach of a scientist, perhaps with a cold shoulder, no sentiment, and the Millers went at it quite differently. But I would like you to inform me after
lunch — I know you spent time studying this,
and I am sure you are better qualified to have
an opinion about what they did — is there anything you noticed in their work that either is not
scientific, not reliable, or any comments about
it? How much reliance should I place on the
Millers' report? What can I ignore with i m punity?
THE WITNESS: One of the questions you said
puzzled you is the fact that our species list was
not as lengthy as the Millers' list. You see,
ecology is a study of relationships between o r ganisms and their environments, including other organisms. We were attempting an ecological study.

Laura Dassow drawing
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for him:

If we can draw an analogy, if you were
interested in the sociology of a city, say the
political structure of a city, would you take the
telephone book as evidence? The Millers e s sentially produced a telephone book.
I must admit that I get the impression
from reading Mr. and Mrs. Miller's work of a
dedication on their part to sort of — sort of in
a sense, a blind dedication on their part, to conservation, that conceivably might have colored
their social view, and cause an attempt by them
to scientifically justify a prior strong social
conviction.
In late July a number of witnesses were
cross-examined on fisheries matters. Lloyd
Phinney, biologist with the State Department of
Fisheries, testified at length about stranding of
salmon fry below Gorge Dam. This stranding
is caused by the rapid reduction of discharge
from the Skagit dams. The water level in the
stream drops rapidly, and the baby salmon in
the shallow part of the stream are left high and
dry. On one day, March lb, 1973, when the
flow was reduced to 1000 cubic feet per second
the kill of chinook fry was devastating, amounting to 3 percent of all fry in the Skagit River on
that day.
Another Fisheries witness, biologist Ray
C. Johnson, testified that the effect of the a l teration of Skagit temperatures by High Ross
will be potentially disasterous to salmon p r o duction. He further stated that to prevent the
temperature alteration, High Ross construction
should incorporate a system of multi-level intakes, an expensive feature that City Light has
not proposed to install.
In August Theodore J. Wirth, City Light's
recreational consultant, spent a day on the
stand. For those of you who don't know this
gentleman, T.J. is a former Park Service landscape architect. He set himself up in business
as a parks and recreation consultant back in the
days when his father, Connie Wirth, w a s d i r e c tor of the National Park Service.
Mr. Wirth testified, over protests of
attorney White, that he had billed the City
$104,714.01 for his recreation studies. This included moneys paid to Grant Sharpe. Mr. Wirth
was not a particularly impressive witness, and
a few quotations from the transcript will suffice

Q. The North Cascades Study Team report did
not, did it, recommend that a national r e c r e a tion area be established?
A. I believe it did. I would have to refresh my
memory. I did not just read it. And I have no
specific note on it here. I cannot at this time
recall specifically. I would have to re-read it
and refresh my memory.
Q. Do you have an opinion as to the percentage
of people who use State Route 20 who will stop
and use facilities in the Ross Lake Recreation
area?
A. A whole bunch.
Q. Have you evaluated the wilderness potential
of the area in your work?
A. No, I did not. It was not part of our contractual agreement, and I am not qualified to
evaluate the ecological and environmental a s pects which are necessary in order to make a
judgment on wilderness, on the "wilderness"
designation.
Q. You classify the walk through the Big Beaver
Valley as a "relatively uninteresting trail. " And
you say that "It does not correspond to walking
in the wilderness."
Are you telling me that walking from the
1725 foot level up the trail to Beaver Pass is
walking in the wilderness ?
A. Let me clarify something first. When I say
"relatively uninteresting," I have not hiked
throughout the North Cascades. I am not a
back-packer.
These are just a few bits and pieces s e l ected from 7800+ pages of legal skirmishing.
The struggle is still going on with rebuttal t e s t i mony now being prepared by the N3C team of
witnesses and by City Light's extensive string.
Hearings are due on the rebuttal testimony in
January of 1975, and then will come the briefs.
Then the judge will make his recommendation
to the F. P. C. and the Commission will hear
oral arguments before it makes its decision.
N3C is hanging in there, but it's a drag,
man, it's a real DRAG!
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State Joins In
By JOHN E. SIMONDS
Gannett News Service

WASHINGTON — The State of Washington has joined U.S. and
Canadian environmentalists in trying to persuade the Federal Power Commission to block Seattle City Light from raising Ross Dam
and flooding the Skagit Valley.
Wick Dufford, an assistant attorney general assigned to the state
department of ecology, is representing the state at hearings here
before the FFC on City Light's request to raise Ross Dam 121 feet
higher and generate more electricity for the city firm's Seattle customers, while flooding 5,200 acres in British Columbia and parts of
the North Cascades National Park in Whatcom County.
"We're opposing this dam because we think it's a small, shortterm gain in power, in return for the long-range effect it's going to
have on the Big Beaver Valley and the rest of the area," Dufford
said.
"And it just isn't in our best interests to be aggravating our Canadian neighbors. We've developed a certain spirit of accommodation with them over things like oil spills, and it's not very
good policy to be doing something that goes against that," he said.
During his cross-examination of John M. Nelson, retired Seattle

Effort To Block
superintendent of lighting, Dufford observed that City Light had
amended its Ross Dam power license 16 times before the FPC. He
asked Nelson how soon after the pending request City Light would
be in again seeking still more power from the FPC. Nelson replied
that it would probably be "a couple of years, a year or two," by
nis estimate based on current needs.
Dufford asked Nelson, who retired after 35 years with City Light
in 1971, if he belonged to any environmental organizations. Nelson,
now working as a $200-a-day consultant to the city-owned utility, answered, "I think Seattle City Light is an environmental organization, but I guess the answer to your question is probably, 'No,' although I claim to be as concerned about the environment as anyone."
Nelson
was
the
lead-off witness as hearings resumed before
FPC administrative law judge Allen C. Lande, for what is expected
to be a two-week run here. Nelson underwent cross-examination by
Thomas Brucker, attorney for the North Cascades Conservation
Council, and Roger M. Leed, lawyer for British Columbia environmentalists, as well as by Dufford.
City Light's attorney, Robert McCarty, said he has 21 more witnesses to present at the hearings. Brucker said former Interior Secretary Stewart Udall, who o n c e ' g r a n t e d approval for Ross Dam
construction work, will testify this week against the City Light proj-
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ect. Udall will explain that the concerns were different in the 1960s
from what they are now. Brock Evans of the Sierra Club also is
scheduled to testify against the raising of the dam.
Brucker and Leed bore in on the relationship between Seattle City
Light and the F. P. Slaney Co., a consulting firm from Van-;
couver, B.C., that performed
"management, engineering,
forestry and public relations" work for City Light on file Ross bam
proposal. Leed asked Nelson to explain how it was that the same
firm also wound up doing environmental impact studies on the Ross
project and how much Slaney was collecting for this continuing
work.
Nelson was unable to provide the answers. McCarty objected to
the line of questioning. Judge Lande said he didn't care for it either
but agreed to let it continue. At one point, Leed, unable to pry information out of Nelson about the Slaney contract, refused to be
swayed by McCarty's argument that he was invading a "consultant-client" relationship. "I'm a citizen, a taxpayer and a voter
of the City of Seattle," Leed snapped, "and Mr. Nelson is a former
public official . . . . if that makes any difference."
McCarty earlier produced copies of the Slaney contract, but
no one had any figures on the amount of money paid to the firm.
Brucker said his researchers in Seattle knew it was more than $1
million but were still trying to find out how much.

Sue Marsh drawing
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And in the other rings, la-a-adeez and
gen'femen
The Federal Power Commission hearings
were only one arena in which the politicized
High Ross issue was fought out in 1974. One
has a gut feeling that the interminable hearings
before Judge Lande are a sort of side-show and
that the real main event is going on at an entirely different political level.
Typical of the behind the scene maneuverings were the efforts of the North Cascades
Conservation Council through its representative
(an N3C Board Member) in Washington, Brock
Evans of the Sierra Club, to convince the Department of Interior to oppose High Ross. Some
background is needed here:
The Bureau of
Sports Fisheries and Wildlife had developed a
great deal of data showing that the project would
be devastating to fish and wildlife. However,
Interior still felt bound by that casual statement
of Secretary Stewart Udall back in the 1967
Senate Interior Committee hearings on the park
bill that the Ross Lake National Recreation Area
was being created to permit raising the dam.
So, Interior would not permit B. S. F. & W. to
testify or release its data.
In January, 1974, Stewart Brandborg, e x ecutive direc tor of the Wilderness Society, at the
request of N3C president Goldsworthy, started
the game by setting up a meeting with Undersecretary Nat Reed, himself and Brock. The
two environmental leaders impressed on Reed,
with words and pictures, the value of the r e source that Interior was letting slip away.
After this meeting, Brock took over and
began battling his way through the layers of the
bureaucracy. After innumerable phone calls
and meetings, his efforts were rewarded by
Interior's releasinga letter to F. P. C. on May
31, 1974. The 6-page letter and 12 pages of
accompanying comments on fish and wildlife
resources are much too lengthy for reprinting
here, but the guts are contained in this quote
from Undersecretary John C. Whitaker:
"In view of the fish and wildlife losses e x pected as a result of development of the p r o posed project, and the difficulty, if not impossibility of compensating for those losses, the
Department of the Interior opposes the issuance
of the license amendment under consideration,

and recommends that the applicant pursue a l ternatives for the production of electrical energy that would not adversely impact fish and
wildlife."
Although Interior refused to formally intervene in the High Ross case, they agreed to
permitwildlifespecialistRonStarkey of B. S. F.
& W. to be called as a witness for cross-examination. All N3C members owe Brock Evans a
vote of thanks for his heroic lobbying efforts in
this matter.
I. J. C. BACK IN THE GAME ?
N3C members with a long memory will
recall that early in this controversy (spring of
1971) the International Joint Commission held
hearings in Bellingham, Washington and Vancouver, B.C. , on the High Ross issue. Because
of its limited terms of reference, however, the
I. J. C. considered only the environmental effects of the high dam in Canada. It was not a l lowed to consider the question of whether the
dam should be raised at all.
British Columbians have been most unhappy with this restriction, feeling that t h e o r iginal 1942 order of the I. J. C. should be r e examined in light of current environmental considerations. (In 1942 the I. J. C. , the regulatory
body with jurisdiction over boundary waters,
conditionally approved Seattle's application provided that the city make a binding agreement
with British Columbia and give B. C. adequate
compensation.) On June 27, 1974, the Honorable Robert Williams, B.C. Minister of Lands,
Forests and Water Resources, filed with the
I. J. C. a formal request. The Province, as an
aggrieved party, petitioned the I. J. C. to d e clare the 1942 order a nullity.
Some bases for the request were (1) that
approvalof Seattle's 1941 application was acquiesced in by the Province only on the grounds of
a national emergency involving the war effort,
and nothing was done by Seattle during the war,
(2) that there was a failure to consider environmental damages in Canada, (3) that the 1941
hearing was conducted by less than a majority
of the Commission and (4) that in 1953 Seattle
violated the Boundary Waters Treaty by raising
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the level of the Skagit without approval of the
I. J. C.
The application of B. C. was transmitted
by the I. J. C. to the governments of Canada and
the United States for their respective views.
The Canadian Secretary of State for External
Affairs rather predictably upheld the Province
and expressed belief the I. J. C. should conduct
hearings on the request.
The U. S. State Department waffled a bit
more in its comments. While it did not feel
that the request of the Province clearly fell
within the I.J. C. 's reservation of jurisdiction,
it did state,
"On the other hand, the United States b e lieves thatany Person who is adversely affected
by an Order which that Person believes to be
inconsistent with the powers or obligations of
the Commission under the Boundary Waters
Treaty ought not to be left without a remedy.
The remedy of judicial action in the domestic
courts of either country is inappropriate in our
view. "
"Given these concerns, the Commission
may wish to construe its powers under . . . the
Boundary Waters Treaty as imposing a continuing obligation of oversight and review to assure
that the Commission's actions are in conformity
with the treaty in light of all relevant circumstances. "
Briefs were submitted to the I.J.C. by the
City of Seattle ("the Commission has no j u r i s diction to consider the request of the Province")
and by the Province of British Columbia ("the
Commission has such jurisdiction"). The I.J.C.
has now requested reply briefs from both p a r ties, and the touchy issue grinds slowly along
through the ponderous international machinery.
Will the I . J . C . reopen the 1941 application?
Will the Commission declare the 1942 order
invalid? Our crystal ball is cloudy. Tune in
this time next year, and we'll let you know.
SEATTLE-B. C. NEGOTIATIONS BEGIN
Away from the rarified atmosphere of
Ottawa and Washington, D.C. quiet discussions
began in the Pacific Northwest that might make
all the foregoing moot. It all started with an
August 9, 1974 letter from B. C. Lands Minister Williams to Seattle Mayor Wes Uhlman.
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Mr. Williams pointed out the lengthy,
energy-consuming legal process that could d e velop out of the respective positions of the
Province and the City before the F. P. C. and
the I. J. C. In the hope of arriving at an acceptable settlement to place before the I. J. C. , he
made the following three-point proposal:
1. That British Columbia repurchase the
1967 agreement at its present value to Seattle
as reflected in the agreement. B. C. would give
rights for Seattle to continue the present flooding in Canada.
2. That British Columbia purchase
Seattle's fee simple land holdings in the Canadian
Skagit (approximately 640 acres) and make these
lands part of the new Skagit Valley Recreation
Area. That Seattle and B.C. work together with
representatives from the Washington State and
U.S. Federal governments with a view of e s tablishing an international recreation area.
3. While recognizing that British Columbia's and Canada's policies do not favor the e x port of energy, that the City and the Province
explore avenues that would compensate for the
loss of generation capacity from High Ross.
Mayor Uhlman replied to Minister Williams on September 11, 1974 (having been out
of the city when the letter arrived). While Wes
didn't stick his neck out in such a way as to
prejudice the F. P. C. proceedings, he didn't
rebuff Williams, either. He stated his belief
that it would be desirable to explore mutually
the technical feasibility of the suggestions in
Williams' letter.
The mayor made public the exchange of
correspondence, and we feel confident that the
discussions will proceed. How much better it
would have been for everyone if such discussions
could have begun five years ago!
THE CITY LIGHT RATE HASSLE
Seattle City Light's long tradition of p r o viding cheap electrical energy was tripped up
this year by the rising cost of living (and all
other alternatives).
Its 1974 Rate Proposal
Report, prepared for consideration by the City
Council, asked for an average 14 percent rate
hike. Although the new proposal made some
efforts to cut down the present great spread between the rates paid by large and small energy
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u s e r s , the increase would have amounted to as
much as 17 percent for residents using little
electricity.
Under questioning by the City Council,
Chief Vickery admitted that about 25 percent
of the rate increase was needed to provide for
construction of High Ross Dam. N3C president
Goldsworthy, at a Utilities Committee public
hearing, called the Council's attention to the
increasing unlikelihood that this doomed p r o j ect would ever be built. Heurged thatalternate
rate schedules be prepared with High Ross construction omitted.
The Council readily agreed to defer for
one year the portion of the rate increase e a r marked for High Ross Dam construction, a l though they left in City Light's budget $450,000
to be spent on legal and other costs in pursuing
its application before the F. P. C. After all,
Messers McCarty, White, Johnson etal have to
have their share! We wouldn't want them to
have to tighten their belts, would we now?
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More controversial was Councilman John
Miller's proposal to set up more progressive
rate structures. The final approved rate hike
of about 10.1 percent incorporated some of
Miller's ideas and, in his words, "It gives people
a real incentive to save electricity. " The final
vote on the proposal was seven to two, with only
Jeanette Williams and Wayne Larkin in the opposition. Jeanette's husband, as you all know,
works for City Light, and Wayne swallows anything and everything that comes out of 1015 Third
Avenue without even gagging.

The new rate schedule includes a proposal
we advanced at least five years ago — a s u r charge for commercial and industrial u s e r s during winter months to help pay for the higher cost
of producing electricity during the peak load
period and to encourage conservation of power.
Guess it was just an idea whose time had not
yet come.

Big Beaver Valley from Pumpkin Mountain
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GET THE GHNS OUT
OUT OF THE BIG BEAVER
August 14, 1974

Editor, The Wild Cascades

Dear sir:
There's no one I can file an official complaint with concerning my recent experience in
the Ross Lake National Recreation Area, so I'll just get it off my chest by bitching to you.
My wife and I were coming down the Big Beaver trail in early August. When we were a
couple of hundred yards from the junction with the Ross Dam trail, we heard eight shots just
ahead of us. A few steps more, and we met two men, heavily armed with hunting bows and
pistols. We could see they had also been shooting arrows into the end of a down log by the trail.
When asked what the fusillade was all about, one replied that his partner was "just
cleaning out his pistol — got some Tang in the barrel while he was carrying it in his pack."
We warned them that two families with a total of ten hikers were just behind us, and we
commented that the heavily-used Big Beaver trail seemed like a poor place for target practice
with bows and arrows and pistols.
When we remarked on this episode to the Ross Lake ranger, he said he had also seen the
pistol-packers and warned them about having loaded firearms in the campground. As far as
shooting on the trail, though, he said they were legally within their rights. Until they shot
somebody, that is!
We all knew back in 1968 that making a "Recreation Area" out of one of the best
wilderness valleys in the North Cascades was just asking for trouble. With gun-toting nuts
getting their jollies by using the Big Beaver trail for a firing range at the very height of the
summer season, it's only a matter of time before atragedy occurs.
I hope the North Cascades Conservation Council, as soon as it gives High Ross Dam a
decent burial, does everything in its power to put Big Beaver Valley into the National Park.
Shooting in Big Beaver is like (expletive deleted) in church.
Sincerely,

Joe Miller
Bellevue
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first annual international skagit river canoe-in and
picnic

Our northern friends and allies of the ROSS Committee are a creative, imaginative and
industrious group of people. They fairly outdid themselves this past summer with their inspired
Skagit Canoe-In.
We have previously reported to you the creation by the B. C. Provincial Government of the
Skagit Valley Recreation Area in the fall of 1973. The ROSS Committee felt such a magnificent
area should receive a truly bang-up dedication, and so the idea of the Canoe-In was hatched. The
B. C. Government agreed to use this occasion to dedicate the new Recreation Area, and three p r o vincial cabinetministers, Robert Williams of Resources, Jack Radford of Recreation and Conservation, and Bill Hartley of Public Works, agreed to attend.
Canoe Sport B.C. joined with ROSS in sponsoring the picnic and float-past. Invitations were
sent to numerous U.S. politicians and officials, including Judge Lande and City Light Superintendent
Vickery, but only Superintendent Lowell White of North Cascades National Park attended. Chief
Vickery sent his regrets and said he didn't believe they made canoes big enough in Canada to haul
him down the Skagit. President Pat Goldsworthy and Board members Joe and Margaret Miller
attended as official representatives of North Cascades Conservation Council, and several other
N3C members participated in the float-past.
The weatherwas perfect, the dedication, picnic and float-past went off smoothly and, best
of all, the event received tremendous media publicity continent-wide. Nothing could have better
expressed the determination of Canadians to protect this lovely area from flooding by Seattle City
Light.
Joe and Margaret Miller have been visiting the Canadian Skagit Valley annually since 1971
in connection with their forest fire ecology studies just south of the International Boundary, They
commented on the noticeable increase in recreational use with a corresponding decrease in litter
since that time. They feel that Canadians now believe the Skagit Valley is something to be c h e r ished and protected as well as enjoyed.
Maybe there's a moral somewhere in this. Maybe it takes a real threat to make us appreciate what priceless assets we still have. Maybe our neighbors in British Columbia owe Seattle
City Light a small (very small?) note of thanks for bringing them to their senses about the Skagit
Valley. Before the threat of flooding by High Ross, it was a little known area, strewn with beer
bottles and other garbage by the few sportsmen who frequented it. Now it's awell knownand well
used recreation area, with clean campsites and minimal but adequate facilities. If City Light
would just give up now, it might still be regarded as a benefactor instead of a predatory, imperialistic polluter.
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Critical components of the proposed Mt. St. Helens National Monument are the valleys
of Miners Creek and the Green River, containing some of the grandest lush forests still remaining
inthe South Cascades. Yes, " f o r e s t s , " and thatmeans big treesof commercial value. Presently
they are in public ownership. But for how long? Bedeviled by the checkerboard ownership r e sulting from the Northern Pacific Land Grant, Gifford Pinchot National Forest has arranged a land
swap with Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. In three exchanges in Clark, Cowlitz, Lewis, and Skamania
Counties, the Forest Service would give up 11, 847 acres in exchange for 11, 569 acres of Weyerhaeuser lands. The Forest Service would, inthe deal, acquire 6100 acres of high-elevation country near St. Helens that would be managed primarily for recreation. That'sgood. B u t i n t h e p r o cess the Forest Service would hand over to Weyerhaeuser the glorious valleys of Miners Creek
and the Green River. That's intolerable. Apparently, the Forest Service has its mind made up.
The deal perhaps can now only be blocked in Congress or in the courts.

******
On March 31, 1974 the North Cascades National Park presented to public meetings at Mount
Vernon and Marblemount (but not in Seattle, and why not?) proposals for the protection of Cascade
P a s s . Proposals included: (1) limiting the pass area to day use, closing to camping Doubtful Lake,
Mixup Arm, and Sahale Arm and moving the Pelton Basin camp farther east; (2) increasing efforts
at revegetating trampled meadows; (3) improving the trail over the pass; (4) developing more campsites at Basin Creek on the Stehekin River; (5) cutting off the Cascade River road 0. 7 miles from
its present terminus and converting the existing parking area into a campground; (6) providing
shuttlebuses to carry hikers from a new parking area somewhere down the Cascade River to the
new road-end.
Largely because the meetings were held on weeknights far from Seattle, and because Skagit
County refused to permit any tinkering with "its" roads, the response was violent against thewise
plan to shorten the road and provide shuttlebuses. Those notions were shot down. That their day
will come cannot be in doubt; the traffic jam on the upper Cascade River road soon will take care
of the situation, no matter what Skagit County wants. But the day is not yet.
However, the remainder of the plan has been put in effect. The only trailside camping now
permitted near Cascade Pass is at Basin Creek on the Stehekinand at the Cascade River road-end.

******
A Scott Paper Co. logging operation that stripped steep banks of Finney Creek in Skagit
County has the State Fisheries Department shaking heads in dismay. Said Russ Orrel, department biologist, "We were returning to Concrete by helicopter on an aerial survey when, lo and
behold, we ran across this mess. " No permit was issued for the logging, he said. Information
is now being compiled to submit to the county prosecutor. State law stipulates a maximum fine of
$1000 and a year in jail for violations that "use, divert, or change the natural flow or bed of any
river or stream. "
We demand the full penalty.

Put Scott Paper Co. in jail for a year.

Teach 'em a lesson.
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******
The new routing of the Cascade Crest Trail from the Stehekin River south to the Suiattle is
not necessarily a closed matter. After rejecting proposals that were even worse, the Forest Service settled on, and published in the Federal Register, a route that would relocate the trail from
the Agnes Creek valley through the high country of the Seven Sisters, Rimrock Ridge, Spruce Creek
and Blankenship Mountain, Bannock Lakes and Saddlebow Mountain, a line west of the Agnes.
For Godsake, this is wilderness wilderness ! The lack of trails, the roughness of the country, provide the opportunity to really get away from civilization, an increasingly r a r e opportunity
in the vicinity of Stehekin and Glacier Peak.
The Forest Service r e a s s u r e s us that despite publication in the Register, the route is not
firm. Among several other alternatives, one will be considered following a high-country line east
of the Agnes valley. But hell, much of that is also prime land for off-trail bush-bus ting and rockscrambling.
Haven't we learned, yet, that the age of trail-building in wilderness cores is over? Let's
leave the Cascade Crest Trail where it is, in the Agnes valley. Why should we lead the packtrains
and the Rybackers up into country that cannot tolerate them?

******
As of summer 1974, a 200-yard slide covered the Meadow Mountain road in the Whitechuck
valley, adding 6 miles to the Meadow Mountain hike. Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest p r o poses to relocate the road. The N3C thinks the slide is great and opposes any relocation or r e opening of the road.
Similarly, the Sibley Creek road was washed out in the spring of 1974, adding several miles
to the hike up Hidden Lake Peak, above the Cascade River. Were such a washout accepted as
Nature's Vote, the fragile meadowlands of Hidden Lake Peak would gain a measure of protection
from trampling they sorely need.
The road from the Skagit giving access to the Thornton Lakes trail also was closed by the
winter of 1973-74, making those quick-access lakes a long, hard trudge. The lakes need the extra
protection. Hopefully the North Cascades National Park will accept the opportunity offered.

******
Members of the Cowlitz Tribe have filed claims in five Washington counties to 3600 square
miles of land they contend was illegally taken from them in 1855. The federal government has offered $1. 5 million to settle the matter, or about 9 cents an acre. If the claim were successful,
the bulk of Gifford Pinchot National Forest would be transferrea to the Cowlitz. One must wonder
if the land could possibly be worse abused by the Cowlitz than it has been by the Forest Service.
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